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Abstract. Based on Quantum Coding and Blind Detection Method a novel quantum
algorithm strategy that can be used to encrypt secret keys is proposed. The security and
the future implementation of this algorithm are analyzed in detail. It is shown that the
algorithm can prevent quantum as well as classical attack strategy. There are numerous
advantages in using the proposed algorithm, mostly important in satellite transmission
networks. Our study presents a blind detection algorithm for linear mixtures of sources
and matrix transmission methods, which can be applied to mobile MIMO systems as well.
Moreover, it can be used for coding and decoding optical fiber transmissions. In addi-
tion, quantum communications offer many advantages for securing data transmission.
An application of the implementation of our method is presented in this investigation
addressing single secure optical communications based upon quantum cryptography BB84
protocol.
Keywords: Quantum theory, Algorithm, Transform coding, BB84 protocol, Blind de-
tection

1. Introduction. With the emerging high speed data technologies there is an incentive
in innovating in the bandwidth usage savings from one hand and the need for a reliable
detection of sources from the other hand, without spoiling part of the bandwidth for
learning [1]. The latter is commonly known as blind source detection. Compared to this
problem, we propose a new blind identification algorithm that is very simple, which makes
it easier to build a more robust technique, especially addressing the new generation of
transmission “quantum communication”. Quantum cryptography is of particular interest
since the initial proposal of quantum key distribution in 1984 proposed by Bennett and
Brassard [2] and its experimental demonstration in 1992 [3]. Current investigations of
quantum cryptography are mainly concentrated on the following aspects: quantum key
distribution [4], quantum secret sharing [5] and quantum cryptographic algorithm [6].
The goal of quantum protocol is consistent with more data protection carrying secret
information or, in general, with keeping communication private in a large scale.

In quantum theory, the acts of measuring a quantum state can destroy this state (not
only destroy it but also change it in the case of a spy for practical considerations). This is
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a phenomenon that is difficult to correct and does not appear in the classical model (the
act of taking a measure does not affect the measured object). In particular, in the theory
of vector codes, it is quite common to measure the transmitted information to determine
if there were errors and in this case, how to correct them. The fact that the measures
are destructive to the quantum states makes the task of developing a quantum code very
difficult to destroy with conventional correcting code.

From this point of view, in our paper we propose a novel and practical quantum cryp-
tographic algorithm.

2. Source Detection. The mixing process between source and sensors is modeled by:

X(t) = A(S(t)) ∗ B(t) (1)

where, X(t) is the observation vector measured by the receivers, A is the mixture operator,
S(t) is the unknown source vector signals that we seek to estimate, and B(t) is the noise
vector that models the measurement errors.

We can classify the problems of Blind Source Separation based on the nature of the
operator A. If this operator is linear, we are then dealing with a formula with linear
mixing. Equation (1) becomes:

X(t) = A(t) ∗ S(t) + B(t) (2)

A(t) is a matrix of impulse responses of filters. ∗ is the continuous convolution operator.
If the measured signals are discrete in the time domain, which is necessary in the case

of stored digital signals, the time variable (t) is replaced by a time index (n) and the
integer continuous convolution operator is replaced by a discrete convolution. Equation
(2) can be recast in the following form:

X(n) = A(n) ∗ S(n) + B(n) (3)

Among the linear mixtures, we can isolate two particular cases: The mixtures are
instantaneous linear when the matrix of the filters impulse responses A(n) is made of unit
samples δ centered at 0. The matrix A(n) is then written as:

A(n) = Aδ(n) (4)

where A is a matrix. The convolution operator then becomes a simple matrix multiplica-
tion.

X(n) = AS(n) + B(n) (5)

The mixtures are linear with respect to attenuation and delay when the function A(n) is
built from unity samples of different magnitudes and centered at different times, depending
on the considered source-sensor [1].

3. Presentation of Algorithm. The detection is based on the principle of block dia-
gram for an LR-aided detector [7] thus; our algorithm is to identify separately the rows of
the mixing matrix. The response filter identifies the row containing useful information and
thus generates the A matrix [8]. Our algorithm is based upon the following conditions.

The mixing matrix is a square matrix ‘S’. The number of (columns) l = i.
(i) being the number of rows in the matrix

S =


S11 S12 . . S1i

S21 S22 . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .

Si1 . . . Sii
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In the initial state, we must give the benefit of the matrix A0 as the unit diagonal
matrix of same rows and columns ‘S’, in the case of a determination and detection.

A0 =


1 0 0 . . 0
0 1 0 . . 0
0 0 1 . . 0
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
0 0 0 . . 1


Our algorithm is based on the response of the filter that changes the rows of the matrix

A0 up to the central row, with consideration that the strong points in the diagonal.
Subsequently, the first change will be the matrix A1. It is important to point out that
we must put in evidence that the algorithm works well as it should choose odd square
matrix.

Continue with the process of mixing equation:

X1 = A1S0 (6)

The second step is to reinjection of the X1 matrix transposed obtained in the filter that
will generate once again the matrix A2, and then recalculate the product to obtain X2:

X2 = A2S1 with: (S1 = XT
1 ) (7)

XT
1 is the transpose of X1 matrix.
The process is reiterated and the loop is performed again. The source to be identified

is centrifuged at the heart of the matrix X3 (the i+1 element of the i+1 row) to provide
more strength to our algorithm, we continue the calculations for X5 and ensure that the
result is identical to X3, X4 et X5.

4. Blind Detection Method Demonstration. For a simple proof, we present a simple
example using a 3 × 3 matrix.

To show the robustness of our method we need to choose an element in the matrix that
needs to be detected. In our example the symbol that we need to detect is denoted as C.
The response filter gives the matrix A1 as follows:
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The response of the filter on the transposed X1 is:

XT
1 =

 D A G
E B H
F C I

 = S1

The matrix A2 is:

The response of the filter on the transposed X2 is:

XT
2 =

 D F E
A C B
G I H

 = S2

The matrix A3 is:

After the third step, the symbol C will always be the central element of the matrix and is
the strongest in the diagonal as it is protected by other elements of Matrix. This technique
has helped us give the couple of the algorithm proposed in quantum cryptography as a
method of detecting or coding.

5. Quantum Cryptography Algorithm. Quantum cryptography for optical commu-
nications is to say the communications by conveying photons. It applies primarily to
the distribution of encryption keys by optical fiber but also by the atmosphere. The
general principle of quantum encryption is based on the quantum properties of photons
identified by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle [9]. Indeed, according to this principle,
any measure or observation of a quantum system disturbs immediately and permanently
alter their condition. Thus, quantum communications guarantee total security since an
intruder trying to intercept the transmission to irreparably disrupt the quantum state of
the photon, which carries the information, which triggers an error message to the recipient
of the message.

In order to perform quantum encryption, the sender will be associated with each bit of
information a photon in a particular quantum state (polarization or frequency) and will
send the string of photons (the message) to the recipient.

Any time the speed of quantum secure transmissions is still limited due to physical
devices. At present, the speed is 1000bits. This speed is too low to allow the application
of quantum encryption at all optical communications used at the moment. By cons, it is
suitable for key distribution.
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The properties outlined above, show that this distribution is totally secure since any
intrusion permanently alters the encryption key. Thus, quantum encryption is generally
used only for distribution of secret keys.

The protocol of quantum key distribution, developed in 1984 by Bennett and Brassard,
allows two callers to exchange an encryption key [2]. Many experimental realizations
using physical variables to discrete values, encoded on single photons, based on the use
of this protocol [10]. Alice and Bob have a quantum transmission channel (optical fiber,
free space) and a public channel (radio, Internet) [11]. The BB84 requires four states of
coding in such a way to form two conjugate bases as shown in Figure 1. Each state is
encoded by a linear polarization. BB84 protocol is non-deterministic. This means that
it distributes a random sequence of bits. BB84 cannot be used for the transmission of
a selected message. Communication between Alice and Bob is simply being successful
based on the randomness of each step of the protocol.

Figure 1. The coding polarization scheme of BB84 protocol

The coding scheme BB84 quantum protocol is the first proposal for encoding, or the
receiver (legitimate or illegitimate) cannot recover with 100% reliability. It provides a
basis for most other quantum. According to this protocol, the bit is encoded by classical
quantum states, or qubits. Each state can represent the two classical bits, 1 and 0, and
conversely, each 0 or 1 corresponds to an equal mixture of two quantum states that may
not be orthogonal [2]. An illustration of the four states |0 >, |1 >, |1′ >, |0′ > is given
in the preceding figure. The information provided in the quantum channel is often in the
form of polarized photons. The encoding of classical bits is done by using the direction
of polarization. In the BB84 coding scheme the classical bit 0 is represented by a photon
polarized at 0 and 45 degrees from the horizontal axis, and the two orthogonal directions
corresponding, 90 and 135 degrees, are used for a bit 1 (see Figure 1).

6. Quantum Key Distribution. A solution to ensure the confidentiality of information
passing through an optical fiber is to hide (encrypt) the information before transmitting.
The information security is achieved by blurring the original message with a signal that
looks like a noise, the key. To decrypt the message that is then to use the same key [12].

If the use of secret keys to encrypt data transmitted is a widely used method, it requires
the distribution between the corresponding secret keys used for encryption of information.

The quantum key distribution (quantum cryptography) ensures absolute confidentiality
of the transmitted key because the level of confidentiality is guaranteed by a physical
principle. The principle of transmission of the encryption key is to reduce the light to
its lowest level, the photon [13]. In digital communications, the key consists of a random
sequence of 1s and 0s. To represent these different values, we use two particular states of
the photon. The states are chosen so that they are not fully discernible. Thus, there is
no means by which to measure, duplicate perfectly and simultaneously these two states.
An incorrect action may bring a change in the rate of errors. Using this physical property
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Figure 2. Quantum key distribution architecture

and an appropriate protocol, it is possible to ensure that some of the photons received
by the corresponding self have not been heard. The encryption key used to mask the
information will be made only of these photons [14]. The transmission and the reception
between Alice and Bob is single photon (see Figure 2).

7. BB84 Protocol Decomposition. This protocol consists of:
A. Alice randomly chooses one of two symbols (0 or 1) and one of two bases (+ Vertical
base or × Horizontal base). She codes choices on the polarization of a photon and sends
it to Bob via a quantum channel.
B. Bob randomly chooses a base (+ or ×) to perform its measurement. To establish a
good transmission in BB84 protocol, the proposed idea is produced several times to Alice
and Bob having a first series of bits. Bits of Bob being the result of a measurement
performed in a randomly selected basis are not identical to those of Alice. Therefore, the
series features Bob in principle 25% of errors resulting from anti coincidence bases.
C. On a public channel, Bob reveals to Alice his choice of basis for each photon received.
If their choices of bases coincide, Bob deducted from his position the bit transmitted by
Alice. Otherwise, Alice and Bob discard the corresponding bit. At the end of this stage of
reconciliation, Alice and Bob share an identical set of bits constituting the key encryption
key called refined (sifted key). Before, the series has a bit of Bob average error rate of
25% compared to that of Alice. The reconciliation can in principle reduce the error rate
to 0.

In return, the size of the common set is halved compared to the series issued by Alice.

8. Practical Order Consideration of BB84. During the creation of the quantum
system, practical order considerations complicate the development of BB84 protocol [13]:

- The luminous impulses containing exactly one photon are technically difficult to
produce,

- The photo detectors are not 100% efficient and they can be disrupted by the noise,
- During the reception: it is necessary to consider the fundamental problem that

creates incoherence bits between Alice and Bob: the choice of bases (H/V or Diagonal
+45°, −45°) that relies on the Heisenberg uncertainty principal,
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- The spying: the protocol requires from Alice and Bob to eliminate their data as
soon as they identify an error (restart the BB84 protocol from the beginning).

9. Quantum Blind Detection Code. The performance of a QKD system depends
on the established protocol; we choose the protocol or the most appropriate algorithm
according to our application, based on the compromise between distance and maximum
communication rate. Such a quantum algorithm is shown in the following figure.

Figure 3. Quantum key distribution algorithm

The protocol requires from Alice and Bob to eliminate their data when they identify an
error therefore they will never succeed to exchange a secret key following this protocol [15].
In order to solve this problem, we must make an additional stage to the protocol, a stage
which allows Alice and Bob to send the key with more security. For this purpose, Alice
and Bob would use the protocol with a novel approach method instead of eliminating their
data when they identify errors. In order to have a total secured emission, we introduce
in this coding part some changes on the key, before making the base choices by Alice and
therefore before the photon emission by the quantum channel (see Figure 4).

- The mixing matrix S containing the qubit of the key must be transmitted from Alice
to Bob.

S =


S11 S12 . . S1i

S21 S22 . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .

Si1 . . . Sii


In the algorithm our objective is to find the symbol C, but by applying the BB84

protocol using the proposed detection method is to replace every faith in the C key qubit
sent. Following the procedure of our work the key distribution is to transmit the final
matrix to the receptor with a qubit centered in the diagonal which will be well protected:
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Figure 4. Quantum blind detection implementation
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The final result Matrix is then transmitted by the quantum channel. This emitted
matrix message does not contain any information unless for Bob because nobody except
himself knows this method. Our objectives are summarized as follows:

* A high security key: by creation of the masking and coding stages in the beginning
of transmission between Alice and Bob (see Figure 5).

* With this method instead of sending directly the key, Alice sends the masking and
the coding of key in order not to be detected by Evesdroping.

* Let us suppose that Eve discovers the secret key that Alice and Bob will try to
exchange, with this method she will not be able to decipher it.

* Let us now suppose that Eve looks for discovering the key, Bob may easily detect it
and he can even inform Alice during the correction that there had been spying during the
secret key transmission.

Figure 5. Quantum blind detection algorithm structure

10. Practical Consideration. The main problem discussed in this article is the elim-
ination of key raw data when the presence of an adversary is identified in a protocol
distribution quantum key. This problem has been addressed by using a method of mixing
the source signals quantum cryptography protocol.

Based on the description of the mixing process in the article a number of questions
arise. First, as described in the protocol, all qubits next to Alice gathered in the quantum
S matrix, which is then sent to Bob. Here, the first problem occurs because in QKD
protocols qubits are sent to Bob immediately after their creation. In the event that
they must be stored and mixed quantum memory must be used [16]. This fact is not
clearly described in the proposed algorithm. Secondly, the creation of matrices A0 to A3

is based on the position of the element to be sent in the matrix S. It must be clearly
defined to Bob to cancel the mixing procedure since this procedure is performed next,
Alice and Bob do not know which item is being sent. However, the fact that the essential
element is attracted towards the center of the matrix, Bob must know the beginning of
the number of elements of the square matrix. In this case because the opponent (spy) has
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been the method of transmission, the number of rows and columns of the matrices is not
known. Thirdly, that Alice and Bob work with the same measurement bases replacement
(polarization 45 and 135 degrees). If Alice and Bob use different bases implications for
the mixing procedure and measurement alongside Bob is not valid.

11. Simulation and Results. Evaluation of quantum bit error rate can be used with
a choice to continue or not quantum key distribution. Comparing the number of Qubits
must be sufficiently large that the error rate is representative in transmission to effect that
error correction adapted. Moreover, the choice of random bits to be compared provides
a high quality of service in the quantum transmission. There are many error correcting
codes to obtain an identical key between Alice and Bob. Some are relatively simple to
implement, but very effective. All measure the exact value of the error rate of the original
key without having to fully disclose. However, this key can be used in the state since Eve
knows one thing. Then Alice and Bob evaluate the amount of information received by
Eve in order to assess the reliability of the protocol exchanged between them. Indeed,
Alice and Bob can establish a secret key if [17]:

IAlice→Bob ≥ IAlice→Eve

IAlice→Bob ≥ IBob→Eve
(8)

IAlice→Bob represents the mutual information within the meaning of Shannon between
Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob are able to establish a secret key when either Alice or
Bob has more information on the other Eve. Interception-emission strategy is probably
the most intuitive. Eve placed between Alice and Bob, with a probability ω intercepting
the photon emitted by Alice’s measurement condition and then returning towards Bob
a photon prepared in the state depending on the result of the measurement. Instead of
photons not intercepted (complementary probability 1 − ω), Eve randomly chooses the
symbol as its key. Eve’s intervention is then repeated for each photon [18]. By putting
(a, b, e) states, respectively, Alice, Bob and Eve, the mutual information between Alice
and Bob is expressed:

IAlice→Bob(A,B) =
∑
j=1

∑
i=1

p(a, b). log2 .

(
p(a, b)

p(a).p(b)

)
(9)

And the mutual information between Alice and Eve is written:

IAlice→Eve(A,E) =
∑
j=1

∑
i=1

p(a, e). log2 .

(
p(a, e)

p(a).p(e)

)
(10)

To evaluate the mutual information, it is necessary to calculate the probability of
detecting a symbol knowing the transmitted symbol.

In our study the execution of the BB84 protocol with blind detection of experimental
imperfections introduces errors between the two keys, and the error rate is then noted
QBER (Quantum Bit Error Rate). This average is the asymptotic limit the number of
errors compared to the number of bits transmitted during a transmission; it is calculating
the QBER arriving in the different simulations below.

IAlice→Eve =
1

2
log2

(
1 − ω2

2

)
+

ω2

2
log2

(
2 + ω2

2 − ω

)
(11)

IAlice→Bob =
1

2
log2

(
2 − ω

2

)
+

ω

2
log2

(
2

ω
− 1

)
(12)
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Figure 6. Mutual information between Alice, Bob in attack interception-emission

Figure 7. Mutual information between Alice, Eve in attack interception-emission

In these figures, we see that the mutual information between the legitimate users (Alice
and Bob) begins to decrease when the QBER reaches 0.05, and that between Alice and
Eve, we see that the increases, as the mutual information QBER, exceeds the value 0.5.

From these simulation results, it can be noted that transmission in the presence of a spy
attack using emission-Interception becomes bad if the QBER higher than 0.05 after this
value the information exchanged between user-spy is greater to that exchanged between
users.
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Figure 8. Mutual information between Alice, Bob and Eve in attack
interception-emission

Figure 9. Practical limitations in attack interception-emission

It implies in our case practice a critical value that the user of the BB84 protocol with
blind detection is generally well located in a perfect case compared with the work of
[19-21] or QBER is less than 0.1.

12. Quantum Blind Satellite Transmission Idea. The use of satellites for the quan-
tum distribution is our objective; the transmission of photons can be considered as a
unique solution for long distance [21]. This principle has overcome the limitations of
Earth-related technology [22,23], namely, the range of about 100 km made possible by
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optical fibers. Quantum Blind detection scenarios involving an issuer based on Earth al-
lows sharing quantum transmission is between the ground and the satellite, or between
two ground stations, or between two satellites and thus communicate with terminals us-
ing such quantum communication protocols. In the simplest case, a direct uplink to a
satellite receiver can be used to perform quantum key distribution (QKD) between the
transmitter and the receiver station. Our implementation principle of blind detection is
to provide a method of coding for a reliable and secure communication.

13. Conclusions. Our study expressed that Alice and Bob are the people who want
to share a secret message, and Eve the eavesdropper. When Eve tries to intercept the
quantum signals sent by Alice, it must necessarily be measured, which disrupts the link.

This disturbance is one of the practical and theoretical limits that can impair infor-
mation between Alice and Bob. The principles of quantum cryptography are well known
by Bennett and Brassard who proposed a protocol, called BB84, based on the coding of
the single photon polarization. However, they proved security under realistic conditions;
there has been a lot of research that requires the application of information theory to
physical systems. For example, security proofs exist for the BB84 protocol taking into
account various experimental imperfections (presence pulse unstable transmission of a
finite impulse noise detector...).

In addition, the implementation of this investigation will improve the theoretical aspects
of quantum cryptography in conjunction with a method of error detection and correction
code “The blind detection”. As such, it can lead to a theoretical thesis. It is not manip-
ulation, but the proposal of a new method as an application in quantum cryptography
and network security at world wide scale level. We have made a contribution for securing
quantum information using error code correction approach in quantum detection [22-24].

To evaluate a quantum system, it is necessary to calculate the probability of detection
of a qubit knowing the total number of transmitted qubits. In the general case calculate
the error rate QBER (Quantum Bit Error Rate). This average is the asymptotic limit
of this method during a transmission with or without sound. According to the theory
of Heisenberg uncertainty (in the noisy environment), if a spy chooses an incorrect base
(encoded by a known method) to measure the state of a photon, it will change the state
of the photon, that is to say, it may cause errors. For example in the BB84 protocol, we
do not distinguish between errors created by the noises with those created by espionage.
Therefore, we consider that all errors are created by a spy.

From these results of mutual information computations, we demonstrated that the
transmission in the presence of such a spy attack becomes poor if the QBER exceeds
0.05 after this value the information exchanged between the user-spy is higher than that
exchanged between users so our algorithm is well placed in the quantum structure as the
critical value of QBER is less than 3% practical.

Several experiments have shown the viability of the conduction of free space quan-
tum cryptography at the surface of the Earth; we propose in this survey a new idea for
coding error correction in order not to safeguard the information, and to secure the in-
formation during the communications between the users. As perspective work we foresee
the elaboration of an algorithm capable of detecting and correcting errors in quantum
cryptography.
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